SUMMARY This paper claims to use a new question expansion method for question classification in cQA services. The input questions consist of only a question whereas training data do a pair of question and answer. Thus they cannot provide enough information for good classification in many cases. Since the answer is strongly associated with the input questions, we try to create a pseudo answer to expand each input question. Translation probabilities between questions and answers and a pseudo relevant feedback technique are used to generate the pseudo answer. As a result, we obtain the significant improved performances when two approaches are effectively combined.
Introduction
The community-based Question Answering Service (cQA) allows users to ask just about any question and get answers from other users. A question classification is essential task in the cQA. The question classification is the task of automatically assigning unlabeled questions into predefined categories (or topics). Since input questions in the cQA service consist of a small size of texts, they commonly suffer from insufficient information to classify their category well. In this paper, we propose a new question expansion method for the question classification in the cQA service. The most important task of the question expansion is to extract expansion words strongly associated with an input question [1] [2] . In general, the training data consists of the pairs of question and answer in the cQA service but the input of the cQA service does only a question. If the input question could have its answer, it would improve the performance of the question classification. Therefore, we try to create a pseudo answer using translation probabilities from questions to answers in training data to expand input question. It is based on an assumption that the answer is strongly associated with the input question.
Some studies have used translation probabilities to find relevance between two words in questions and answers [3] [4] . If the translation probabilities are utilized for question classification, words with high translation probabilities can be regarded as expansion words and a pseudo answer can be generated by them. However, since the expansion words generated by the translation probabilities generally contain some noise words that are not related with the input question, they should be removed from the expansion words. A pseudo relevant feedback technique [5] , which is a traditional query expansion method in information retrieval, is employed to remove these noise words effectively. Top ranked question-answer pairs to the input question are selected as relevant question-answer pairs from the Indri search engine and then the words from the relevant questionanswer pairs are used to filter the noise words. That is, only the words in the relevant question-answer pairs are considered as the candidates of expansion words and they are sorted by a combination of their translation probabilities and relevant scores from the pseudo relevant feedback. Eventually, top ranked words, which have a high combined score, are added to an original question as a pseudo answer (or expansion words). The pair of an original input question and its pseudo answer is used as an input to the cQA service.
As a result, the proposed method improved the performance of question classification significantly. In our experiment, the proposed model achieved 89.9%, which is 7.0% higher performance than baseline, which is tested using only original input question. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. In section 3, our question expanding method for question classification is described in detail. In section 4, we discuss the analysis of experimental results and discussion. Finally, we draw some conclusions in section 5.
Related Work
There are a variety of studies for question classification. One is to exploit the feature weighting scheme [6] [7] . They employed Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence and the frequency related with the question, category and inverse category. The other way is to prune the unrelated categories using the relevant data [8] [9] . They employed the subset of categories related to similar questions for the question classification. In addition, [9] expanded short questions by leveraging external Wikipedia to tackle the data sparseness problem. Translation-based retrieval and pseudo relevant feedback are exploited in the paper. Translation-based retrieval is the idea of finding similar questions in cQA using the translation probabilities [10] . The translation probability †The author is with Dong-A University, 840, Hadan 2-dong, Saha-gu, Busan, 604-714, Republic of Korea. 2 is very efficient for finding the relevance between two words. A lot of studies used the translation-based retrieval for finding the similar data with the input data [11] [12] . The pseudo relevant feedback has been shown to be an effective way of improving retrieval accuracy by reformulating an original query using pseudo-relevant documents from the initial retrieval result [13] [14].
Proposed Method
This study explores a novel question expansion method using the translation probability and the pseudo relevant feedback. The most important challenge for question expansion is to effectively construct the expansion words and we propose to extract them by the following steps in Figure 1 . 
Finding expansion candidate words (ECWs)
The ECWs are a set of words that can be translated from words in the input question. The first step is to find the ECWs using the averaged translation probabilities (ATP) from the translation probabilities using the Giza++ 1 . In this approach, we estimate word-to-word translation probabilities by regarding questions as a source and answers as a target; the opposite case is also considered. The ATP between two words is calculated by averaging the probabilities of these two cases as follows: is the translation probability in the opposite case. A word w whose ATP(w,qw) score is greater than zero is chosen as an expansion candidate word (ECW). qw is a word in the input question.
Extracting the RECWs from the ECWs using the pseudo relevant feedback
The ECWs commonly contains a lot of noisy words because the translation probability is estimated from the 1 GIZA++ is part of the SMT toolkit EGYPT.
( http://www.statmt.org/moses/giza/GIZA++.html).
whole corpus. Thus we try to remove the noisy words in the ECWs using the pseudo relevant feedback and its result is called the refined expansion candidate words (RECWs). By using the Indri 2 search engine, we can obtain a set of top 20 ranked relevant question-answer pairs strongly related to each input question. We assume that words occurred in the top-ranked question-answer pairs are strongly associated to the input question. Thus, if the words in the ECWs are not occurred in the relevant question-answer pairs, they are regarded as noisy words. Eventually, the RECWs are constructed by removing the noisy words in the ECWs.
3.3 Ranking the RECWs using the combination of the translation score (TS) and the relevant score (RS) Now, the importance scores of the RECWs are calculated by the linear combination of the translation score (TS) and the relevant score (RS) and then the RECWs are ranked according to their importance scores. The top-ranked words are selected as the final expansion words (EWs). Since TS and RS scores have different ranges, they have to be normalized by dividing them by the maximum score, respectively. Since some words in the RECWs can have translation probabilities with two or more words in an input question, the averaged TS score is calculated as the final translation score of each word and it is normalized by equation (3). 
where Q is an input question, |Q| denotes the length of the input question, NTS(Q,w) is the normalized TS score, t i is an RECW and n is the total number of the RECWs related Q.
The RS scores of words in the relevant questionanswer pairs are calculated according to estimated important scores by reflecting the ratio of word occurrences in relevant and non-relevant questionanswer pairs. If the RS score of a word is high, the word is considered as a relevant word of the input question. It is calculated using Robertson and Walker's relevance weights in equation (4) 
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where RS(Q,w) is the relevance score of word w, R is the total number of top-ranked relevant question-answer pairs, r w is the number of top-ranked relevant question- 2 Indri is a new search engine from the Lemur project (http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/) 3 answer pairs in which the word w occurs, N is the size of the collection, n w is the number of question-answer pairs that contain the word w and V is the size of the vocabulary. The argument of the second logarithm is the number of ways one can choose r w from R. R is here set to 20. NRS(Q,w) is the RS score normalized by the maximum score. Finally, two scores of the NTS and the NRS are merged by linear combination as follows:
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where CS(Q,w) is the combination score, α and β are parameters for linear combination. α is set to 0.2 and β to 0.8 in the experiment. The CS(Q,w) is also normalized because the CS is used to calculate the weight of the EW in equation (9).
CS Q w NCS Q w CS Q t t RECW t i n   (7)
After ranking the RECWs according to the NCS scores, the high-ranked RECWs are selected as the expansion words (EWs). Top 10 words ranked by NCS are chosen as the final EWs.
Adding expanded words into an original input question
In general, since an input question is represented by a vector, the original vector of the input question is expanded by adding the vector of the expand words (EWs) using the Rocchio algorithm for relevance feedback [16] as follows:
where original Q is an original input question vector and EW is an expansion words vector. δ is also a parameter for the linear combination of an input question and the EWs. δ is set to 0.3 in the experiment. The TFIDF scheme is exploited as the weight of each word in the original input question vector. Since the EWs consist of unique words, they have only one as a TF score. Thus the IDF and NCS scores are used as the weight of each word in the expansion words vector by the equation (9) .
EW i
IDF is the IDF score of i-th word in EWs and EW i NCS is the ranking score of i-th word in EWs by equation (7), NCS(Q,EW i ).
Experiments

Data Sets and Experimental Settings
A total of 14,702 question-answer pairs in Naver KiN, which is a community based question answering service widely used in Korea, were used for evaluating the proposed question expansion method. The corpus is collected from 10 categories (Computer Communication, Game, Travel, Shopping, Sport, etc.) on Naver KiN. Note that the size of question-answer pairs in Naver KiN remarkably varies with respect to the number of the content words. For evaluation, we used the five-fold cross-validation. To set up parameters, validation set was constructed by randomly selecting 20% from the train data. As an evaluation measure for the performance of question classification, F1-score is used in the experiments. The SVM classifier was selected in our experiments because it is the state-of-the-art classifier in text classification. The baseline systems are defined in Table 1 . As shown in Table 2 , GST achieved better performance than Baseline because it uses golden standard answers.
Question expanding methods
We here evaluate proposed question expanding methods using the NTS, the NRS, and the NCS. In section 3.4, we use the parameter δ in the Rocchio algorithm by equation (8) . Since the term frequency for a word of an input question is mostly 1 and the importance scores (1+NCS) of EWs are bigger than 1, the weights of EWs in EW are greater than that of question words in original Q in many cases. Therefore, we tried to find better parameter δ using the validation set. As shown in Figure 2 , when the parameter 0.3 is used, the proposed method achieved the best performance. The validation indicates the performances based on the validation set and the test indicates the performances of the real test data. In Figure 3 , we observed the performance changes according to the different number of EWs from 5 to 100. As can be seen from Figure 3 , when top 10 ranked RECWs are selected as the EWs, the highest performance is reported. Table 3 shows a performance comparison when input questions are expanded according to three different word-ranking methods based on NTS, NRS and NCS. In the NTS and NRS methods, equation (8) is reformed by using NTS or NRS instead of NCS. Baseline(ATP) is expanding the input question using ECWs, which are not processed by our noise elimination step based on pseudo relevant feedback. As a result, the question expansion method based on NCS achieved the best F1-score of 89.9%. We believe that our method can generate a pseudo answer very well. Significant tests were conducted between baseline and the proposed schemes by t-test. As a result, all the improvements are statistically significant, p < 0.01 except one case between NRS and NCS. This t-test is based on one-tailed paired t-test. Table 4 shows results of the t-test. 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has studied a new question expanding method for question classification in a cQA service by combining the translation probability from GIZA++ and the pseudo relevant feedback based on the Indri search engine. As a result, when we effectively combine the relevant scores from the pseudo relevant feedback and the translation scores from the translation probability, we achieved the best F1-score of 89.9%. It is 7.0% higher performance than one of baseline. In future work, we plan to apply the proposed expanding method to question retrieval for improving the performance of the cQA service.
